
Location 
 
In Prescot, the total number of houses in four 
roads is 488. How many houses would there be on 1 
road if there were the same number on each? 
 
There are 2313 beans in a tin. How many beans are 
there in 4 tins? 
 
There are 1055 people travelling to a football 
match by car. If each car fits 5 people in, how 
many cars would be at the football match? 
 
In autumn there are 7610 leaves on a tree. There 
are five times as many leaves in summer. How many 
leaves are there in summer?  
 

If a shop sells 26,684 items in two days, how many items 

did it sell on one of those days if the number was the same 

each day? 

 

The length of a river is 2291 metres. How many meters 

would it be if we doubled the length? 

 

Weapon 

 

If there are 845 people travelling to London, and each car 

fits 5 people in, how many cars are needed to get 
everyone to London?  



 
Each University has the same amount of students. 
In one University there are 3821 students. How 
many students would there be in 20 Universities?  
 

In a school there are 888 pupils in total. If there 
are 24 classes, how many people would there be in 
each class?  
 
If there are 5672 flowers in a field, how many 
flowers would there be in 3 fields?  
 
If there are 286 pencils in a pack and each child 
gets 11 pencils exactly, how many children were 
there?  
 
Murderer 
 
If there are 2345 windows in a block of flats, how 
many windows are there in 15 blocks? 
 
There are 15 children in a class and 4125 leaves on 
the playground. If each child was to pick up the 
same amount of leaves, how many would each child 
pick up? 
 
If it costs £3401 to go to Florida, how much would 
it cost to go 22 times? 



 
If I win £123,456 in the lottery and share it equally 
between 12 of my friends, how much does each 
friend get?  
 
In a bee hive there are 7722 bees. If there were 17 
hives each with the same amount of bees in, how 
many bees would there be? 



 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

122  9252  211  38050  13999  4556  

122  9252  211  30067  198  30  

122  1972  299  192  138  39  

122  9252  211  38050  13342  4582  

178  1921  2105  1682  13232  32  

169  44823  3313  804   2611 

169  76420  37  17016   26 

169  76420  45  35   98 

174  44823  3313  355   26 

169  76340  37  17016  210 

59  2750  397  10288  12359 

35175  275  74822  10277  131274 

35175  275  74822  10288  131274 

54  275  39566  10289  124765 

54321 275 395  10900 12347 


